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SECTION 1 - DETAILS OF ORGANISATION

1.1 Church Details
Name: Welling Evangelical Free Church 

(hereafter referred to as “Welling Church”)

Address: Upper Wickham Lane
Welling DA16 3AQ
England

Tel No: 07947 751911 

Email address: discover@wellingchurch.com

Denomination: Affiliated with the Fellowship of Independent Evangelical Churches

Insurance Company: Ansvar via Alan & Thomas Insurance Group 

1.2 Mission Statement  
 
Welling Church is a vibrant community of Christians committed to glorifying God by discipling each 
generation to reach people for Christ. To this end, the aims of our Safeguarding policy are to:


• Create a safe environment and healthy culture that upholds the honour of Jesus’ name

• Keep the Gospel from disrepute by

• Protecting children, young people, and adults at risk in our care

• Protecting those in Welling Church who serve in our ministry (referred to generically as ‘church 

workers’ in this Policy).


1.3 Our Commitment
As a church, we take safeguarding very seriously and this Safeguarding Policy sets out the 
framework by which Welling Church will manage our responsibilities. The Policy has been developed 
in line with statutory guidance and is based on material published by ‘Thirtyone:eight’,  previously 
known as Churches’ Child Protection Advisory Service (CCPAS). The Policy includes Welling 
Church’s Safeguarding Statement at Appendix 1, Safeguarding Practical Guidelines at Appendix 2, 
and Useful Telephone Numbers at Appendix 3.


The most important message of this Policy is that safeguarding is everyone’s business. Everyone 
involved in and connected with Welling Church has a responsibility to prevent abuse and neglect of 
anyone, but particularly of children, young people and adults at risk.


The legal trustees (church leadership) of Welling Church are responsible for Welling Church’s 
safeguarding processes and have a legal duty to take all reasonable steps within their power to 
ensure abuse and neglect does not happen. The Charity Commission requires the legal trustees 
(church leadership) of Welling Church to review this Policy regularly or when safeguarding legislation 
changes.


The Leadership of Welling Church recognises the importance of its ministry to children, young people 
and adults and its responsibility to protect and safeguard the welfare of those entrusted to its care.
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As a part of its mission, Welling Church is committed to:

• Valuing, listening to and respecting children, young people and at-risk adults and promoting their 
welfare and protection. 

• Safe recruitment, supervision, and training for all its workers within Welling Church. 

• Adopting a procedure for dealing with concerns about possible abuse. 

• Encouraging and supporting parents/carers. 

• Supporting those affected by abuse in Welling Church. 

• Maintaining good links with the statutory authorities and other organisations.  

• Implementing safeguarding into all areas of ministry in and connected to Welling Church.  

1.4 Welling Church Safeguarding Team
 
To enable Welling Church to effectively fulfil our safeguarding obligations, we have a Church 
Safeguarding Team, who are: 

• Justin Rhoades, Pastor	 	 	           07375 700198        
justin@wellingchurch.com


• Adrienne Reeves, Church Children’s Worker           07375 673663	    
adrienne@wellingchurch.com


Any issues relating to safeguarding, of children or adults, should be referred immediately to a member 
of the Safeguarding Team. 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SECTION 2 - RECOGNISING AND RESPONDING TO AN 
ALLEGATION OR SUSPICION OF ABUSE

2.1 Understanding Abuse And Neglect
What do we mean by children or adults at risk?
Everyone is vulnerable in some way — it’s a part of being human in a broken world. However, all 
children and young people under the age of 18 need protection because of their age.

Some adults also need protection because their circumstances put them particularly at risk, whether 
temporarily or permanently. This may be due to physical or mental disability in making or 
communicating decisions, taking care of themselves, or protecting themselves against harm or 
exploitation.

Safeguarding legislation applies to any child or young person under the age of 18 and any adult who 
is unable to protect themselves from either the risk of, of the experience of, abuse or neglect.

Abuse 
Defining abuse is difficult and complex. Simply put, it is maltreatment of a person. An individual may 
abuse by inflicting harm, or by failing to act to prevent harm. It can be physical, emotional, sexual, 
financial, or even spiritual in nature. Anyone can carry out abuse or neglect, including:

• Spouses/partners or other family members

• Neighbours, friends, or acquaintances

• Staff, professionals, or volunteers

• Strangers who deliberately exploit those they perceive as vulnerable to abuse

• Another child/ren


Abuse can take place wholly online, or technology may be used to facilitate offline abuse.


Physical abuse
Physical abuse may involve hitting, shaking, throwing, poisoning, burning or scalding, drowning, 
suffocating, or otherwise causing physical harm to a child. Physical harm may also be caused when a 
parent or carer fabricates the symptoms of, or deliberately induces, illness in a child.

Emotional abuse
The persistent emotional maltreatment of a child such as to cause severe and persistent adverse 
effects on the child’s emotional development. It may involve conveying to a child that they are 
worthless or unloved, inadequate, or valued only insofar as they meets the needs of another person. 
It may include not giving the child opportunities to express their views, deliberately silencing them or 
‘making fun’ of what they say or how they communicate. It may feature age or developmentally 
inappropriate expectations being imposed on children. These may include interactions that are 
beyond a child’s developmental capability, as well as overprotection and limitation of exploration and 
learning, or preventing the child participating in normal social interaction. It may involve seeing or 
hearing the ill-treatment of another. It may involve serious bullying (including cyber bullying), causing 
children frequently to feel frightened or in danger, or the exploitation or corruption of children. Some 
level of emotional abuse is involved in all types of maltreatment of a child, though it may occur alone.


Sexual abuse
Involves forcing or enticing a child or young person to take part in sexual activities, not necessarily 
involving a high level of violence, whether or not the child is aware of what is happening. The 
activities may involve physical contact, including assault by penetration (for example, rape or oral 
sex) or non-penetrative acts such as masturbation, kissing, rubbing and touching outside of clothing. 
They may also include non-contact activities, such as involving children in looking at, or in the 
production of, sexual images, watching sexual activities, encouraging children to behave in sexually 
inappropriate ways, or grooming a child in preparation for abuse Sexual abuse can take place online, 
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and technology can be used to facilitate offline abuse. Sexual abuse is not solely perpetrated by 
adult males. Women can also commit acts of sexual abuse, as can other children.


Child sexual exploitation
Child sexual exploitation is a form of child sexual abuse. It occurs where an individual or group takes 
advantage of an imbalance of power to coerce, manipulate or deceive a child or young person under 
the age of 18 into sexual activity (a) in exchange for something the victim needs or wants, and/or (b) 
for the financial advantage or increased status of the perpetrator or facilitator. The victim may have 
been sexually exploited even if the sexual activity appears consensual. Child sexual exploitation 
does not always involve physical contact; it can also occur through the use of technology.


Neglect
The persistent failure to meet a child’s basic physical and/or psychological needs, likely to result in 
the serious impairment of the child’s health or development. Neglect may occur during pregnancy as 
a result of maternal substance abuse. Once a child is born, neglect may involve a parent or carer 
failing to:


• provide adequate food, clothing and shelter (including exclusion from home or abandonment)

• protect a child from physical and emotional harm or danger

• ensure adequate supervision (including the use of inadequate caregivers)

• ensure access to appropriate medical care or treatment


It may also include neglect of, or unresponsiveness to, a child’s basic emotional needs.


Spiritual abuse
Spiritual abuse is a form of emotional and psychological abuse. It is characterised by a systematic 
pattern of coercive and controlling behaviour in a religious context. Spiritual abuse can have a deeply 
damaging impact on those who experience it. However, holding a theological position is not in itself 
inherently spiritually abusive, but misuse of scripture, applied theology and doctrine is often a 
component of spiritually abusive behaviour. 


2.2 Recognising Signs Of Possible Abuse
The following signs may or may not indicate that abuse has taken place but the possibilities should 
be considered. If a church worker is concerned about a child or adult at risk, they should speak to a 
member of the Safeguarding Team (see Section 1.4). For procedures on dealing with suspicions or 
allegations of abuse, see Section 2.4.


The four definitions of abuse below operate in England based on the government guidance ‘Working 
Together to Safeguard Children (2018)’.


Signs indicating possible physical abuse include:
• Injuries which do not have an ‘accidental’ explanation

• Injuries not consistent with the explanation given for them

• Injuries that occur in places not normally exposed to falls, rough games, etc.

• Injuries that have not received medical attention.

• Reluctance to change for, or participate in, games or swimming.

• Repeated urinary infections or unexplained tummy pains.

• Self-harming, including but not limited to cuts, scratches, substance abuse


Signs indicating possible sexual abuse include:
• Any allegations made concerning sexual abuse

• Excessive preoccupation with sexual matters and detailed knowledge of adult sexual behaviour

• Age-inappropriate sexual activity through words, play or drawing

• Sexually provocative or seductive with adults

• Inappropriate bed-sharing arrangements at home

• Severe sleep disturbances

• Eating disorders - anorexia, bulimia
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Signs indicating possible emotional abuse include:
• Changes or regression in mood or behaviour, particularly where a child withdraws or becomes 

clingy
• Depression, aggression, extreme anxiety
• Nervousness, frozen watchfulness
• Obsessions or phobias
• Sudden under-achievement or lack of concentration
• Inappropriate relationships with peers and/or adults
• Attention-seeking behaviour
• Running away, stealing or lying
• Persistent tiredness

Signs indicating possible financial abuse of adults at risk include:
• Change in living conditions
• Lack of heating, clothing or food
• Inability to pay bills or unexplained shortage of money
• Unexplained withdraws from an account
• Unexplained loss or misplacement of financial documents
• Sudden or unexpected changes in a will or other financial documents

Signs indicating possible neglect include:
• Under nourishment, failure to grow, constant hunger, stealing or gorging food

• Untreated illnesses

• Inadequate care

• Poor hygiene


Signs indicating possible spiritual abuse include:
• Manipulation, pressure and exploitation

• Expectation of excessive commitment and conformity

• Enforced accountability

• Inability to ask questions

• Inability to disagree

• Inability to raise concerns

• Inability to discuss the topic of spiritual abuse both individually and collectively

• Requirement for obedience

• Fear

• Isolation and rejection

• Public shaming and humiliation

• Use of Scripture to coerce and control

• Us of ‘divine calling’ to coerce

• Use God’s name or suggested will to coerce 

• Threats of spiritual consequences


 

2.3 How To Respond To A Child Wishing To Disclose 
Abuse 
Ensure the physical environment is welcoming, giving opportunity for the child or vulnerable adult to 
talk in private but making sure others are aware the conversation is taking place.

• It is especially important to allow time and space for the person to talk.
• Listen without interrupting.
• Be attentive and look at them whilst they are speaking.
• Show acceptance of what they say (however unlikely the story may sound) by repeating back 

words or short phrases they have used.
• Try to remain calm, even if on the inside you are feeling something different.
• Be honest and don’t make promises you can’t keep regarding confidentiality.
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• If they decide not to tell you after all, accept their decision but let them know that you are always 
ready to listen.

• Use language that is age appropriate.

Helpful responses:
• “You have done the right thing in telling.”
• “I am glad you have told me.”
• “I will try to help you.”

Don’t Say:
• “Why didn’t you tell anyone before?”
• “I can’t believe it!”
• “Are you sure this is true?”
• “Why? How? When? Who? Where?”
• “I am shocked, don’t tell anyone else.”

2.4 Procedures For Dealing With Allegations, 
Suspicions or Concerns
The following procedures must be followed in relation to all safeguarding concerns, whether raised by 
a child, adult, church worker or anyone else:

I. Report the issue immediately to Welling Church Safeguarding Team  
Church workers must report any safeguarding allegations, suspicions or concerns as soon as 
possible to a member of Welling Church Safeguarding Team, as set out in Section 1.4. 

II. Maintain Confidentiality  
It is important that confidentiality about the concern and those involved is maintained at all 
times. Details of the issue should only be reported to a member of Welling Church 
Safeguarding Team and no-one else. Welling Church Safeguarding Team will then take the 
appropriate further action. 
 
Church workers should not discuss a concern or allegation of abuse or neglect of a child with 
the child’s parents/carers or of an adult at risk with a member of their family or their carer. 

III. Do not attempt to investigate. 
Church workers should not take matters into their own hands and seek to investigate a 
concern or allegation. They should report any issues to a member of Welling Church 
Safeguarding Team who will consider what action to take as outlined in Section 1.4. 

IV. Keep a written record. 
Church workers with any safeguarding concerns make a thorough written record of the issue, 
including what was said/or what happened, and any actions taken. 
 
The record should be written as soon as possible and signed and dated. A copy of the report 
should be given to a member of Welling Church Safeguarding Team as soon as possible. All 
notes should be kept in a secure and confidential place. 

V. What happens next? 
Welling Church Safeguarding Team will deal with any allegation or suspicion of neglect or 
abuse. This will involve:
• Collating and clarifying details of the allegation or suspicion
• If appropriate, referring matters on to the relevant external agencies, which have a legal 

duty to investigate.
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2.5 Responding To Allegations Of Abuse
Under no circumstances should a worker carry out their own investigation into an allegation or
suspicion of abuse. Following procedures as below:

• The person in receipt of allegations or suspicions of abuse should report concerns as soon as 
possible to Justin Rhoades (hereafter the “Safeguarding Coordinator”), Tel no: 07375 700198, 
who is nominated by the Leadership to act on their behalf in dealing with the allegation or 
suspicion of neglect or abuse, including referring the matter on to the statutory authorities.

• In the absence of the Safeguarding Co-ordinator or, if the suspicions in any way involve the 
Safeguarding Co-ordinator, then the report should be made to Adrienne Reeves (hereafter the 
“Deputy”), Tel no: 07375 673663. 

• If the suspicions implicate both the Safeguarding Co-ordinator and the Deputy, then the report 
should be made in the first instance to the Thirtyone:eight (formerly known as Churches’ Child 
Protection Advisory Service), PO Box 133, Swanley, Kent, BR8 7UQ. Tel No: 0845 120 4550. 
Alternatively contact Bexley Council’s Social Services (Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub, Tel No: 
020 3045 5440 (Mon-Fri. 9a-5p), 020 8303 7777 & 020 8303 7171 (5p-9a Mon-Fri and 24 hour 
cover at weekends) or the police.

• Where the concern is about a child, the Safeguarding Co-ordinator should contact Bexley’s 
MASH. Where the concern is regarding an adult in need of protection, contact Adult Social 
Services or take advice from Thirtyone:eight as above. 
The local Children’s Social Services office telephone number (office hours) is 020 8303 7777. The 
out of hours emergency number is 999. 
The local Adult Social Services office telephone number (8a-5p, Mon-Fri) is 020 8303 7777. The 
out of hours/Bank Holiday emergency number is 020 303 7777 (Out of Hours Duty Service). 
The Police Protection Team telephone number is 999.

• More information for Bexley: https://carehub.bexley.gov.uk/web/portal/pages/help/safe/adabuse
• The Safeguarding Co-ordinator may need to inform others depending on the circumstances and/

or nature of the concern. For example the Chair of Trustees to log that a safeguarding concern is 
being dealt with, Insurance company to log that there is a possibility of a serious incident 
concerning safeguarding or a Designated Officer (formerly LADO) if allegations have been made 
about a person who has a role with under 18’s elsewhere or another denominational officer e.g. 
Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser or similar.

• Suspicions must not be discussed with anyone other than those nominated above. A written 
record of the concerns should be made in accordance. It should be signed, dated and kept in a 
secure place.

• Whilst allegations or suspicions of abuse will normally be reported to the Safeguarding 
Coordinator, the absence of the Safeguarding Co-ordinator or Deputy should not delay referral to 
Social Services, the Police or taking advice from Thirtyone:eight.

• The Leadership will support the Safeguarding Co-ordinator/Deputy in their role, and accept that 
any information they may have in their possession will be shared in a strictly limited way on a 
need to know basis.

It is, of course, the right of any individual as a citizen to make a direct referral to the safeguarding 
agencies or seek advice from Thirtyone:eight, although the Leadership hope that members of the 
place of worship / organisation will use this procedure. If, however, the individual with the concern 
feels that the Safeguarding Co-ordinator/Deputy has not responded appropriately, or where they have 
a disagreement with the Safeguarding Coordinator as to the appropriateness of a referral, they are 
free to contact an outside agency directly. 

We hope by making this statement that the Leadership demonstrate its commitment to effective 
safeguarding and the protection of all those who are vulnerable.

The role of the safeguarding co-ordinator/ deputy is to collate and clarify the precise details of the
allegation or suspicion and pass this information on to statutory agencies who have a legal duty to
investigate.
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2.6 Detailed Procedures Where There Is a concern 
About A Child
Allegations of physical injury, neglect or emotional abuse.
If a child has a physical injury, a symptom of neglect or where there are concerns about emotional
abuse, the Safeguarding Co-ordinator/Deputy will:

• Contact Thirtyone:eight for advice in cases of deliberate injury, if concerned about a child's safety 
or if a child is afraid to return home.

• Not tell the parents or carers unless advised to do so, having contacted Children’s Social 
Services.

• Seek medical help if needed urgently, informing the doctor of any suspicions.
• For lesser concerns, (e.g. poor parenting), encourage parent/carer to seek help, but not if this 

places the child at risk of significant harm.
• Where the parent/carer is unwilling to seek help, offer to accompany them. In cases of real 

concern, if they still fail to act, contact Children’s Social Services direct for advice.
• Seek and follow advice given by Thirtyone:eight (who will confirm their advice in writing) if unsure 

whether or not to refer a case to Children’s Social Services.

Allegations of sexual abuse.
In the event of allegations or suspicions of sexual abuse, the Safeguarding Co-ordinator/Deputy will:

• Contact the Children’s Social Services Department Duty Social Worker for children and families or 
Police Child Protection Team direct. They will NOT speak to the parent/carer or anyone else.

• Seek and follow the advice given by Thirtyone:eight if, for any reason they are unsure whether or 
not to contact Children’s Social Services/Police. Thirtyone:eight will confirm its advice in writing for 
future reference.

2.7 Detailed Procedures Where There Is A Concern That 
An Adult Is In Need Of Protection
 
Suspicions or allegations of abuse or harm including: physical, sexual,
organisational, financial, discriminatory, neglect, self-neglect, forced marriage,
modern slavery, domestic abuse, spiritual abuse

If there is concern about any of the above, Safeguarding Co-ordinator/Deputy will:
• Contact the Adult Social Care Team who have responsibility under the Care Act 2014 to 

investigate allegations of abuse. Alternatively, Thirtyone:eight can be contacted for advice.
• If the adult is in immediate danger or has sustained a serious injury contact the Emergency 

Services, informing them of any suspicions.

If there is a concern regarding spiritual abuse, Safeguarding Co-ordinator will:
• Identify support services for the victim i.e. counselling or other pastoral support
• Contact Thirtyone:eight and in discussion with them will consider appropriate action with regards 

to the scale of the concern.

2.8 Allegations Of Abuse Against A Person Who Works 
With Children/Young People
If an accusation is made against a worker (whether a volunteer or paid member of staff) whilst
following the procedure outlined above, the Safeguarding Co-ordinator, in accordance with Local
Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB) procedures will need to liaise with Children’s Social Services in
regards to the suspension of the worker, also making a referral to a designated officer formerly called
a Local Authority Designated Officer.
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Working Together to Safeguard Children 2015 no longer refers to them as LADOs only ‘designated 
officers’. However the function remains the same which is to handle all allegations against adults who 
work with children and young people whether in a paid or voluntary capacity.

In addition to this, whether or not there are such mechanisms in operation, consideration should be 
given to whether a referral should be made to the Disclosure and Barring Service which manages the 
list of those people deemed unsuitable for working with children or adults with care and support 
needs. Where you are liaising with a designated officer discuss with them about the need to refer to 
the DBS. If a designated officer is not involved, you need to contact the DBS if the situation is that the 
nature of concern leads you to end the employment of the worker or volunteer or would have made 
this decision in circumstances where they have left voluntarily.

2.9 Allegations Of Abuse Against A Person Who Works 
With Adults With Care And Support Needs
The Care Act places the duty upon Adult Services to investigate situations of harm to adults with care 
and support needs. This may result in a range of options including action against the person or 
organisation causing the harm, increasing the support for the carers or no further action if the ‘victim’ 
chooses for no further action and they have the capacity to communicate their decision. However, this 
is a decision for Adult Services to decide, not Welling Church.
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SECTION 3 - PREVENTION

3.1 Appointing Youth And Children’s Workers
Welling Church has put the following procedures in place to minimise the risk of abuse or neglect of 
children, young people and adults at risk within Welling Church property and the activities we are 
involved with.  
 
All members of church staff, volunteers and those involved in any work with children, young people or 
vulnerable adults must firstly be approved in this role by the Leadership of Welling Church. 
 
In appointing workers, the Leadership will be responsible for ensuring the 
following:

• All prospective workers will be asked to complete an application form.
• Those applying have completed an application form and a self declaration form
• An interview with Welling Church’s Leadership
• Safeguarding has been discussed at interview
• Agreement to an enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) police check

• If applicant is from outside of the UK (such as an intern from America), a DBS-equivalent from 
their country should be requested

• To sign and agree to abide by the guidelines in this policy
• A suitable training program is provided for the successful applicant
• The applicant has completed a probationary period
• The applicant has been given a copy of the organisation’s safeguarding policy and knows how to 

report concerns.

Criteria for NOT appointing workers are:
• Any indications of previous offences against children or young people
• Previous offences including both sexual and violent offences
• Violent or inappropriate behaviour
• Unsuitability for this type of ministry

Workers will be given their own copy of this document for reference. Workers will be given 
opportunities to meet with Leadership to discuss work programs and areas of concern.

Welling Church must notify the DBS if someone is asked to step down from a church activity because 
they have harmed, or might have gone on to harm, a child or adult at  risk, or if they stepped down for 
such reasons.

Safeguarding awareness
The Leadership is committed to on-going safeguarding training and development opportunities for all
workers, and developing a culture of awareness of safeguarding issues to help protect everyone. All 
our workers will receive training and oversight from our Safeguarding team who have attended 
safeguarding training taught by Thirtyone:eight. The Leadership will also ensure that children and 
adults with care and support needs are provided with information on where to get help and advice in 
relation to abuse, discrimination, bullying or any other matter where they have a concern.

Supervision of group/children’s activities
The Leadership will provide details of the supervision for each specific activity in Welling Church. See 
attached document ‘Appendix 2 - Practical Guidelines’. 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SECTION 4 - PASTORAL CARE

Support to those affected by or involved in abuse
The Leadership of Welling Church is committed to ensuring that pastoral care and support are 
available to anyone in contact with Welling Church who has been affected by abuse. Welling Church 
is also committed to the pastoral care and appropriate support and supervision of anyone who has 
bee involved in any form of abuse, or is otherwise believed to be a risk to children or adults at risk. 
The Leadership and Church Safeguarding Team will work with statutory agencies as appropriate.

Working with offenders
When someone attending Welling Church who is known to have abused children, or is known to be a 
risk to adults with care and support needs the Leadership will supervise the individual concerned and 
offer pastoral care, but in its safeguarding commitment to the protection of children and adults with 
care and support needs, set boundaries for that person, which they will be expected to keep.

If someone who poses a risk to children, young people or adults with care and support needs wants to 
join in with activities or become part of an organisation, it is important the leadership manage the risk 
appropriately by creating clear policies and a code of behaviour the individual must follow. This will 
help protect the vulnerable and lessen the possibility of the person being wrongly suspected of abuse 
in the future. Welling Church Leadership reserve the right to solicit Thirtyone:eight in how to establish 
both the boundaries you expect the individual to keep and the support you will offer them. These 
policies and code of behaviour will be tailored specifically to individual circumstances and informed 
ideally by risk assessments from the statutory agencies.
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APPENDIX 1 - LEADERSHIP STATEMENT ON 
SAFEGUARDING

The Leadership of Welling Church recognise the importance of its ministry/work with children and 
young people and adults in need of protection and its responsibility to protect everyone entrusted to 
our care.

We are committed to creating and enabling a healthy culture in order to minimise any coercion and
control within our church.

The following statement was agreed by the leadership on: 20 September 2019.

This place of worship is committed to the safeguarding of children and adults with 
care and support needs and ensuring their well-being. Specifically:

• We recognise that we all have a responsibility to help prevent the physical, sexual, emotional 
abuse and neglect of children and young people (those under 18 years of age) and to report any 
such abuse that we discover or suspect.

• We believe every child should be valued, safe and happy. We want to make sure that children we 
have contact with know this and are empowered to tell us if they are suffering harm.

• All children and young people have the right to be treated with respect, to be listened to and to be 
protected from all forms of abuse.

• We recognise that we all have a responsibility to help prevent the physical, sexual, psychological, 
financial and discriminatory abuse and neglect of adults who have care and support needs and to 
report any such abuse that we discover or suspect.

• We recognise the personal dignity and rights of adults who find themselves victims of forced 
marriage or modern slavery and will ensure all our policies and procedures reflect this.

• We believe all adults should enjoy and have access to every aspect of the life of the place of 
worship/organisation unless they pose a risk to the safety of those we serve.

• We undertake to exercise proper care in the appointment and selection of all those who will work 
with children and adults with care and support needs.

• We believe in the necessity of creating a healthy culture in our church where the value of all 
people is recognised and challenges are responded to appropriately.

We are committed to:
• Following the requirements for UK legislation in relation to safeguarding children and adults and 

good practice recommendations.
• Respecting the rights of children as described in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.
• Implementing the requirements of legislation in regard to people with disabilities.
• Ensuring that workers adhere to the agreed procedures of our safeguarding policy.
• Keeping up to date with national and local developments relating to safeguarding.
• Following any denominational or organisational guidelines in relation to safeguarding children and 

adults in need of protection.
• Supporting the safeguarding co-ordinator/s in their work and in any action they may need to take 

in order to protect children/adults with care and support needs.
• Ensuring that everyone agrees to abide by these recommendations and the guidelines 

established by this place of worship/organisation.
• Supporting parents and families
• Nurturing, protecting and safeguarding of children and young people
• Supporting, resourcing, training, monitoring and providing supervision to all those who undertake 

this work.
• Supporting all in the place of worship/organisation affected by abuse.
• Adopting and following the ‘Safe and Secure’ safeguarding standards developed by Welling 

Churches’ Child Protection Advisory Service.
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We recognise:
• Children’s Social Services (or equivalent) has lead responsibility for investigating all allegations or 

suspicions of abuse where there are concerns about a child. Adult Social Care (or equivalent) has 
lead responsibility for investigating all allegations or suspicions of abuse where there are 
concerns about an adult with care and support needs.

• Where an allegation suggests that a criminal offence may have been committed, then the police 
should be contacted as a matter of urgency. 

• Where working outside of the UK, concerns will be reported to the appropriate agencies in the 
country in which we operate, and their procedures followed, and in addition we will report 
concerns to our agency’s headquarters.

• Safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility.

We will review this statement and our policy and procedures annually.
If you have any concerns for a child or adult with care and support needs then speak to one of the
following who have been approved as safeguarding coordinators for this place of worship/
organisation.

Justin Rhoades - Child/Adult Safeguarding Coordinator 

Adrienne Reeves - Deputy Child/Adult Safeguarding Coordinator

A copy of the full policy and procedures is available on the website: wellingchurch.com/connect

A signed “LEADERSHIP STATEMENT ON SAFEGUARDING” by the leadership of 
Welling Church can be found on the church noticeboard. 

Signed by: 

Tarl Reeves - Lead Pastor

Justin Rhoades - Pastor

Joshua Bell - Pastor

Dated on:

20 September 2019
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APPENDIX 2 - PRACTICAL GUIDELINES FOR 
SAFEGUARDING

As a church working with children, young people and adults with care and support needs, we wish to 
operate and promote good working practice. This will enable workers to run activities safely, develop 
good relationships and minimise the risk of false or unfounded accusation.
 
All workers will be required to follow the code of conduct towards children and young people:

• Treat all children and young people with dignity and respect.
• Value and listen to all children. Do not appear to favour one child or show interest in one child 

more than another.
• Provide a positive example for the children to follow by maintaining high standards of behaviour 

always.
• Work in an open and accountable manner always.
• Work in view of others wherever possible; be wary of working alone and unobserved.
• Use appropriate and respectful forms of discipline and communication.
• Physical aggression, intimidation, verbal abuse, and persistent shouting are not acceptable.
• Use appropriate language. Do not swear and never make sexual or suggestive comments to a 

child or young person. If a child makes such comments, be ready to enforce these boundaries in 
your response.

• Do not be under the influence of drink, drugs or illegal substances when working with children or 
young people.

• Touch should be age appropriate and initiated by the child.
• Avoid unnecessary physical contact with the children.
• Be vigilant and aware of how actions can be misinterpreted by children.
• Report any concerns about a child’s wellbeing.
• Be willing to accept questions or criticism regarding good practice.
• Expect others to work in an open and accountable way and report any concerns about the 

practice of others if necessary.

Boundaries
Church workers should observe appropriate boundaries, which are designed to protect them and 
create a safe environment for children and adults at risk.


Church workers should provide a good example of Godly behaviour for others to follow, particularly, 
children and young people. Church workers should treat everyone, including children and adults at 
risk, with dignity and respect in attitude, language and actions.


It is not acceptable for those in a position of trust to engage in a relationship, or engage in any 
behaviour which might allow an inappropriate relationship to develop, with a child or vulnerable adult 
for as long as the relationship of trust continues.


Church workers should keep everything public and plan activities with more than one church worker 
present, or at least within the sight or hearing of others, so they avoid being alone with a child in their 
care. Activities for children and young people should have at least two leaders present at all times 
and mixed sex activities should have at least one male and one female leader present at the church 
at all time.


Church workers must not use any form of inappropriate physical contact or physical form of 
discipline. Touch should be age-appropriate and generally initiated by a child rather than a church 
worker.


When giving first aid (or applying sun cream, etc.), church workers should encourage children to do 
what they can manage themselves, but should consider the children’s best interest and give 
appropriate help where necessary.
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Church workers should ensure that parents/carers give permission for church workers to change 
their child’s nappies.


Telephone and electronic communication with children and adults at risk
Telephone and electronic communications are helpful for complementing communication in person, 
but present potential risks that should be explicitly considered by church workers.


In general, telephone and electronic communication with children and adults at risk should be short 
and purposeful, using appropriate, but not over-familiar tone and not suggesting or offering a special 
or private relationship.


Church workers should avoid telephone and electronic communication with children and adults at 
risk of the opposite sex. No personal pictures of children and adults at risk should be taken by a 
church worker. In general, church workers should avoid any form of telephone or electronic 
communication with children and adults at risk between 10pm and 8am.


Church workers should keep appropriate history of all electronic communication with children/adults 
at risk. Furthermore, the utilisation of group messaging is encouraged to ensure that healthy and safe 
communication between church workers and children/adults at risk.


Photographs of children and adults at risk
Welling Church is committed to safe practice when dealing with images of children and adults at risk. 
No names or any other personal information, which could enable identification, should be used in 
church materials or publicity. The storage and use of images by Welling Church is subject to the legal 
requirements of the Data Protection Act. 


Anyone who does not wish Welling Church to take, store and use photographs and video of 
themselves, their children or those in their care should make this wish explicitly known in writing to 
the leader of the activity concerned or one of the Pastors.


Church trips and transport
Parents/carers are encouraged to drop off and collect their children/those in their care from church 
activities. Children/adults at risk should not be taken on church trips unless explicit permission from 
the parents/carers has been obtained in writing in advance by the activity leader. Only those who 
have gone through Welling Church’s procedure for the appointment of church workers should 
transport children and adults at risk in church-related trips.


Situations of one leader and one child alone together should be avoided whenever possible. It is 
reasonable to expect that drivers may be alone with a child for short periods (for example, when 
dropping off the last child). However, drivers should not spend unnecessary time alone with a child. 
Furthermore, practical steps can be taken to be above reproach in such situations. Examples might 
include: (1) have more than one adult in the vehicle throughout the drop-off process or (2) call the last 
child’s parent/carer or a member of the safeguarding team and speak with them on the phone during 
the process of dropping their child off to ensure an additional level of accountability. 


Church premises
It is important that all church workers ensure that Welling Church building and its contents are safe 
and provide a safe environment for our activities. 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APPENDIX 3 - USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Church Safeguarding Team: Justin Rhoades          073 7570 0198     justin@wellingchurch.com
Adrienne Reeves       073 7567 3663    adrienne@wellingchurch.com

Thirtyone:eight (formerly Churches’ Child Protection Advisory Service): 030 3003 1111

Bexley’s Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH): Daytime hours: 020 3045 5440
Out of hours: 020 8303 7777

    or 020 8303 7171

Welling Police station: 101

National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC): 0808 800 5000

Working in Partnerships
The diversity of organisations and settings means there can be great variation in practice when it
comes to safeguarding children, young people and adults. This can be because of cultural tradition,
belief and religious practice or understanding, for example, of what constitutes abuse.

We therefore have clear guidelines in regards to our expectations of those with whom we work in
partnership, whether in the UK or not. We will discuss with all partners our safeguarding expectations
and have a partnership agreement for safeguarding. It is also our expectation that any organisation
using our premises, as part of the letting agreement will have their own policy that meets 
Thirtyone:eights’ safeguarding standards.

Good communication is essential in promoting safeguarding, both to those we wish to protect, to
everyone involved in working with children and adults and to all those with whom we work in
partnership. This safeguarding policy is just one means of promoting safeguarding. 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Welling Evangelical Free Church

Safeguarding Policy
Revised September 2019

Please sign and return to the safeguarding team.

 
I confirm that I have read and understood the church safeguarding policy 

and agree to abide by the guidelines set out within it. 

Name: ________________________________

Signed: ________________________________

Date: ________________________________


